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Abstract18

We present temperature maps derived from number density retrievals of carbon diox-19

ide (CO2) for the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere of Mars using limb obser-20

vations from the Imaging Ultraviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) aboard NASA’s Mars Atmo-21

sphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft. We retrieve CO2 densities using22

O(1S) metastable atoms that radiatively relax by emitting photons at 297.2 nm produc-23

ing a double-peaked emission profile detectable by IUVS. Retrieved CO2 densities are24

used to derive altitude profiles of temperature as a function of latitude, longitude, lo-25

cal time, season, dust activity, and solar activity. CO2 density and temperature profiles26

retrieved using the O I 297.2 nm emission feature presented herein extend previous IUVS27

retrievals from 130 − 170 km down to 80 km. We validate retrieved CO2 densities and28

derived temperatures using coincident measurements and corresponding data products29

produced by MAVEN IUVS, as available. Analysis of this comprehensive data set, which30

spans Mars years 32 − 36, shows (1) a consistently well defined mesopause at approx-31

imately 120 km, (2) warming at high pressures (typically below ∼100 km) for a variety32

of geophysical conditions, (3) asymmetry in temperatures at dawn and dusk with respect33

to latitude during different seasons (warmer temperatures at dawn during northern hemi-34

sphere autumn/winter and cooler temperatures at dusk during spring/summer), and (4)35

longitudinal waves with a dominant wave-3 component in both the upper mesosphere36

and lower thermosphere, with lower (80 − 90 km) and upper (135 − 145 km) atmospheric37

waves about 65◦ out of phase.38

Plain Language Summary39

We show the first O I 297.2 nm emission derived temperature profiles extending40

from 80 to 150 km in the atmosphere of Mars obtained from observations by the Imag-41

ing Ultraviolet Spectrograph onboard NASA’s MAVEN spacecraft. This new analysis42

enables us to bridge the gap and improve our understanding of the coupling that occurs43

between the middle and upper atmospheres of Mars. Our analysis has revealed thermal44

variability in the Martian atmosphere with respect to latitude, longitude, local time, sea-45

son, dust activity, and solar activity. As suggested by previous studies, waves generated46

in the lower atmosphere propagate to the upper atmosphere, coupling the atmospheric47

layers, and produce fluctuations in density (up to 40% locally) that can affect the back-48

ground atmospheric temperature, which is a key parameter driving thermal escape of49

atomic hydrogen. The density and temperature data presented here provide an impor-50

tant but heretofore missing source of information that is needed to directly link weather51

and waves in the lower atmosphere to perturbations in composition and temperature in52

the upper atmosphere.53

1 Introduction54

Past and present remote sensing observations and in situ measurements of the Mar-55

tian atmosphere, augmented by robust multi-dimensional modeling efforts, have demon-56

strated that loss of atomic oxygen and hydrogen into space has irreversibly depleted Mars’57

atmospheric water reservoir (Chaffin et al., 2017; Stone et al., 2020). The drivers of ther-58

mal escape of hydrogen are primarily space weather, waves and tides, and lower atmo-59

sphere dynamics related to dust storms and deep convection. Understanding the loss of60

water at Mars therefore requires that we establish a direct causal link between Mars’ wa-61

ter reservoir, lower atmosphere weather, and vertical transport mechanisms. Quantify-62

ing the coupling between the lower, middle, and upper atmospheres of Mars, especially63

during solar flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and dust storms, requires coordinated64

observational and modeling efforts. These efforts must account for dynamical, thermal,65

and compositional effects that originate in the lower atmosphere but are transported ver-66

tically resulting in thermal escape. As suggested by Yiğit (2021), if the atomic hydro-67
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gen flux into the upper atmosphere isn’t limited by diffusion in the lower atmosphere,68

gravity-wave momentum and energy deposition can affect the background atmospheric69

temperature, which is a key parameter driving thermal escape. Thus, fully character-70

izing the thermal structure of Mars’ atmosphere from the surface to the exosphere is nec-71

essary in order to characterize the vertical distribution of water as well as its dissocia-72

tion products.73

Measuring the temperature of an atmosphere can be achieved through in situ mea-74

surements as well as remote sensing observations. In the former case, temperatures have75

been derived using the analysis of aerobraking maneuvers (Keating et al., 1998), precise76

orbit determination (Forbes et al., 2008), and atmospheric drag (Zurek et al., 2017). Re-77

mote sensing approaches include stellar occultations (Gröller et al., 2018; Forget et al.,78

2009) and use of dayglow observations (Stewart et al., 1972; Leblanc et al., 2006; Evans79

et al., 2015; Stiepen et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2015; Bougher et al., 2017; Aoki et al., 2022).80

In either case, the techniques employed rely on relating vertical variations of densities81

to corresponding temperatures through the scale height (i.e. the distance over which the82

density of an atmospheric gas decreases by 1/e).83

Three methods have been used to derive temperatures from remote sensing obser-84

vations of dayglow emissions: (1) an exponential fit to the top-side of emission profiles85

(Stewart et al., 1972; Leblanc et al., 2006; Stiepen et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2015); (2) a86

Chapman-like function fit covering the full emission profile including the peak (Stewart87

et al., 1972; Lo et al., 2015; Bougher et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2021);88

and (3) hydrostatic integration of measured or retrieved density profiles (Snowden et al.,89

2013; Stone et al., 2018). For the first method, the exponential fit must be performed90

where the atmosphere is optically thin (Leblanc et al., 2006), otherwise the derived tem-91

perature is biased (González-Galindo et al., 2021). The second and third approaches ex-92

plicitly account for a departure from optically thin conditions and we focus on these two93

approaches in this work. To date, none of these methods allow for direct determination94

of temperature profiles below ∼130 km.95

Historically, the temperature of Mars’ upper atmosphere has been derived from re-96

mote sensing observations of the CO+
2 UV Doublet (UVD; B 2Σ+

u → X2Πg) and the97

CO Cameron Bands (a 3Π → X1Σ). These bright dayglow emissions are typically as-98

sumed to originate from CO2 with no significant contributions from other minor con-99

stituents. However, the temperatures derived from these two emissions do not usually100

agree, with temperatures derived from the Cameron bands being biased high due to non-101

negligible contributions from CO emissions (Leblanc et al., 2006; Stiepen et al., 2015).102

Furthermore, temperatures derived from these emissions are constrained in altitude to103

the region near and above the peak of emission, which typically occurs in the range of104

120 to 150 km. To avoid potential biases encountered when using UVD and the Cameron105

bands and to expand the altitude coverage to the upper mesosphere, we herein make a106

first attempt to derive temperature profiles using the O(1S) metastable state of atomic107

oxygen, which is produced primarily by dissociation of CO2.108

Ultraviolet emissions from the oxygen O(1S) metastable state provide a valuable109

remote sensing signature of energy deposition, photochemistry, dynamics, and thermal110

structure in the Martian atmosphere and ionosphere. Metastable O(1S) atoms radiatively111

relax by emitting photons at 297.2 nm (and other wavelengths, such as 557.7 nm; Gérard112

et al., 2020; Aoki et al., 2022). The oxygen 297.2 nm dayglow vertical profile exhibits113

a double-peaked structure that was previously predicted by theoretical studies (Fox &114

Dalgarno, 1979; Simon et al., 2009; Huestis et al., 2010; Gronoff et al., 2012; Jain, 2013)115

but was never observed by any remote sensing mission prior to MAVEN with the use of116

the Imaging Ultraviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) (Jain et al., 2015; Gkouvelis et al., 2018).117

The production of metastable O(1S) atoms in the Martian atmosphere is dominated118

by photodissociation of CO2. While the upper emission peak (near 120 km) is produced119
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by solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photons, the lower emission peak (near 85 km) is pro-120

duced primarily by solar Lyman α photons. Detection of the lower peak was enabled by121

a multiple linear regression (MLR) algorithm developed specifically for IUVS data that122

quantifies the contributions to the highly blended Martian dayglow spectrum, includ-123

ing solar scattered light that becomes important in the upper mesosphere around the lower124

emission peak of oxygen 297.2 nm dayglow (Stevens et al., 2015b).125

Observations of the O I 297.2 nm emission extend from ∼80 km in the upper meso-126

sphere to 160 km and above in the thermosphere, making this emission well-suited for127

retrieving composition, pressure, and temperature characteristics of the upper mesosphere128

and lower thermosphere of Mars (this is also true of O I 557.7 nm emission that also arises129

from the O(1S) parent state; Gérard et al., 2020; Aoki et al., 2022). Accurately charac-130

terizing this region of the atmosphere provides an important pathway for understand-131

ing the coupling between the mesosphere and thermosphere of Mars. We use the Atmo-132

spheric Ultraviolet Radiance Integrated Code (AURIC; Strickland et al., 1999) first prin-133

ciples forward model to perform optimal estimation retrievals of CO2 densities from IUVS134

O I 297.2 nm emission profiles. We then perform hydrostatic integration of the CO2 den-135

sity profiles to obtain temperature profiles from 80 – 150 km. We validate retrieved den-136

sities and derived temperatures through comparison with operational data products from137

MAVEN IUVS as well as predictions from Mars global circulation models (GCMs). We138

note that the validation presented here, certainly the one using GCM results, is general139

and not applicable for individual scans. Since we expect random and natural scan-to-140

scan variability in retrieval results, our validation is focused on observable trends using141

data that has been averaged in space or time. However, internal consistency of the re-142

trieval algorithm and resulting data has been verified based on parametric sensitivity stud-143

ies of all retrieval parameters.144

One important advance in this work compared to previous studies on the retrieval145

of constituents in the Martian upper atmosphere by IUVS is that we include observa-146

tions from the “inbound” and “outbound” segments of the MAVEN orbit on either side147

of the periapse segment, which increases the number of profiles for analysis by roughly148

37% (for scans with SZA < 85◦ up to November 14, 2021). In this paper, we first dis-149

cuss IUVS limb scan observations and the associated geographic and temporal coverage.150

This is followed by a discussion of the forward model and retrieval algorithms used herein.151

We then present our methodology for retrieving CO2 density and temperature profiles152

using the oxygen 297.2 nm emission feature. In the final sections, we present the results153

of our study and summarize the most significant insights gleaned from our results.154

2 Observations155

MAVEN’s IUVS instrument (McClintock et al., 2015) is designed to provide global-156

scale measurements of major molecules, atoms, and ions in the Martian atmosphere by157

utilizing its 11◦ x 0.06◦ slit and occultation aperatures at each end. IUVS has the ca-158

pability to measure the far-UV airglow (110 - 190 nm) at ∼0.6 nm resolution and the159

mid-UV airglow (180 - 340 nm) at ∼1.2 nm resolution with a vertical resolution of 5 km160

(McClintock et al., 2015). The 5 km vertical resolution is from MAVEN IUVS Level 1C161

data products used as input for the retrieval algorithm. We use the MAVEN IUVS Level162

1C data as reported and do not bin or otherwise manipulate the data. Details pertain-163

ing to IUVS Level 1C vertical resolution, as well as the field of view, and the observing164

strategy employed for IUVS can also be found in McClintock et al. (2015).165

MAVEN’s elliptical orbit initially operated with an apoapsis of ∼6500 km and pe-166

riapsis of ∼150 km during the primary and first two extended portions of the mission167

(2014-2019). However, an aerobraking campaign from February 11 - April 5, 2019, im-168

plemented to improve MAVEN’s availability to support relay communications with as-169

sets on the planetary surface, dropped the apoapsis to ∼4500 km and periapsis to ∼130170
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km. In August 2020, MAVEN periapsis was raised to ∼175 km in order to produce a more171

fuel efficient and stable orbit. While the changes in orbit (and thus altitude) detailed above172

affect the science supported by the Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS;173

Mahaffy et al., 2015) aboard MAVEN, it has no impact on the IUVS science supported174

by the present analysis.175

MAVEN IUVS has provided over 145,000 limb scan observations as of November176

14, 2021 and we analyze a subset here within the given constraints described below. We177

use 56,330 dayglow scans comprised of both periapse and inbound/outbound limb seg-178

ments of MAVEN’s orbit constrained to solar zenith angles (SZAs) ≤ 85◦ and local so-179

lar time (LST) of 6 ≤ LST ≤ 18 hrs made by IUVS during MAVEN orbits 109 − 15185180

(October 18, 2014 to November 14, 2021). We limit our observations to SZA ≤ 85◦ as181

biases in the retrievals may exist at larger SZA where an assumption of spherical sym-182

metry may not be valid. The addition of inbound and outbound segments, which are largely183

antipodal to the periapse segment and can provide dayglow measurements when MAVEN184

periapsis is on the nightside, increases the number of observations available for analy-185

sis. These scans are similar to periapse scans (although with half the observing cadence)186

in terms of binning and have a similar data reduction process (Jain et al., 2020).187

IUVS MUV calibration uncertainties are estimated to be ±30%. This systematic188

uncertainty originates from the initial flight calibration of the IUVS instrument during189

the cruise phase of the mission. It represents the range in sensitivity derived from a small190

set of experiments using stellar targets for which reference spectra were provided by the191

SORCE SOLSTICE instrument. SOLSTICE was ground calibrated using the NIST Syn-192

chrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF) and validated its flight calibration us-193

ing a model comparison with white dwarf stars, as used by the earlier International Ul-194

traviolet Explorer (IUE) mission.195

Since the initial cruise calibration, the IUVS instrument team has been able to ex-196

plain much of the range in the systematic uncertainty as being due to a combination of197

flatfield variations on the detector and the inclusion of a limited set of observations of198

Beta Cephei type variable stars in the original analysis. Calibration correction factors199

of 0.75 and 0.69, which have not been applied to Version 13 of the data that are pub-200

licly available and used here, have been estimated for IUVS CO+
2 UVD and O I 297.2201

nm observations, respectively. These correction factors are derived from additional stel-202

lar observations taken on-orbit around Mars and sampling across the full length of the203

airglow slit image on the detector. For additional details on the current status of the MUV204

channel calibration see the appendix of Connour et al. (2022). A sub-set of the stellar205

observations described in that appendix were used to derive the correction factors stated206

above. The correction factors should be considered an improvement upon the previous207

calibration, and are consistent insofar as they fall at the edge of the original systematic208

uncertainty range. The correction factors represent an average sensitivity along the length209

of the airglow slit and do not account for local flatfield variations, which are within ±10%.210

These flatfield variations are the primary source of systematic uncertainty in the IUVS211

data used for the present study.212

To examine the thermal behavior of the Martian atmosphere we derive tempera-213

ture profiles using the O I 297.2 nm MUV emission. IUVS observations enable the si-214

multaneous retrieval of the composition, pressure, and temperature characteristics of the215

lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere. Limb profiles of O I 297.2 nm emission are216

extracted from calibrated data using an MLR technique (Stevens et al., 2015b). Exam-217

ple MLR fits of all components to IUVS MUV spectra observed during orbit 3000 on April218

14, 2016, as well as the residual fits to the O I 297.2 nm feature, are shown in Figure S1219

in the Supplemental Material. The limb profiles used in this study correspond to Level220

1C Version 13 Revision 1 data.221
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3 Forward Modeling of O I 297.2 nm Emission222

Table 1. Production of O(1S) atoms and key quantities

Process Reaction Quantity Quantum Yield References

1a hν + CO2 → O(1S) + CO πFo(EUV); σpd
1a; σ

abs
1a QY1a (Gkouvelis et al., 2018)

1b hν + CO2 → O(1S) + CO πFo(Lyα); σ
pd
1b ; σ

abs
1b = 6.54× 10−20 cm2 QY1b = 0.075 (Gkouvelis et al., 2018)

2 e + CO2 → O(1S) + CO σ2 (Shirai et al., 2001)
3 e + CO → O(1S) + C + e σ3 (Shirai et al., 2001)
4 e + O2 → O(1S) + O σ4 (LeClair & McConkey, 1993)
5 e + O(3P) → O(1S) + e σ5 (Laher & Gilmore, 1990)
6 e + O+

2 → O(1S) + O α6 = 1.95× 10−7(300/Te)
0.7 cm3 s−1 QY6 = 0.05 (Alge et al., 1983; Kella et al., 1997)

7 e + CO+
2 → O(1S) + CO α7 = 4.2× 10−7(300/Te)

0.75 cm3 s−1 QY7 = 0.05 (Viggiano et al., 2005)

3.1 Production and Loss of O(1S) Atoms223

Following Fox and Dalgarno (1979), Huestis et al. (2010), Jain (2013), Gkouvelis224

et al. (2018), and other prior studies, we model the production and loss of O(1S) atoms225

in order to model O I 297.2 nm slant column emission rates observed at Mars. The known226

processes that produce O(1S) atoms in the Martian upper atmosphere are provided in227

Table 1. Quantities QY1(a,b),6,7 represent the quantum efficiency of processes 1a, 1b, 6,228

and 7, whereas σ1(a,b),2−5 represent photodissociation and photoabsorption cross sections229

of CO2 and excitation cross sections for electron impact on CO2, O, CO, and O2, respec-230

tively. The quantities α6 and α7 represent dissociative recombination rate coefficients231

for CO+
2 and O+

2 , respectively. The volume emission rate (cm−3 s−1) of 297.2 nm pho-232

tons at each altitude is then given by233

j(z) = P [O(1S)](z)(A297.2/(Atot + kCO2
[CO2](z) + kO[O](z) + kCO[CO](z))) (1)

where P[O(1S)] is the total volume production rate of O(1S) atoms (cm−3 s−1) and Atot234

is the sum A297.2 + A557.7 of the transition probabilities of the O(1S) → O(3P ) and O(1S)235

→ O(1D) transitions, respectively. For Atot and A297.2, we use the values 1.34 s and 0.08236

s, respectively, as recommended by Gkouvelis et al. (2018). We adopt quenching coef-237

ficients kCO2 = 3.2× 10−11 exp(-1323/T) (cm3 s−1; Gkouvelis et al., 2018), kCO = 7.4×238

10−14 exp(-957/T) (cm3 s−1; Capetanakis et al., 1993), and kO < 1.2 × 10−14 (cm3
239

s−1; Krauss & Neumann, 1975; Slanger & Black, 1981).240

There are three primary mechanisms for producing oxygen atoms that are excited241

to the 1S state: photodissociation of CO2 (process 1), collisional excitation (processes242

2-5), and chemical reactions (processes 6 and 7) (Gkouvelis et al., 2018). Fox and Dal-243

garno (1979) predicted that photodissociation is the dominant source at all altitudes be-244

low 250 km. Four fundamental quantities are required to calculate the production rate245

of oxygen atoms in the 1S state from photodissociation of CO2: the CO2 density, the so-246

lar EUV flux, the CO2 absorption cross section, and the quantum efficiency for produc-247

tion of the 1S state (Gkouvelis et al., 2018). Because of the short effective lifetime of the248

O(1S) state (∼0.8 s), prior studies have calculated steady state O(1S) density profiles249

assuming photochemical equilibrium. Detailed model calculations predict that the up-250

per emission peak (near 120 km) is produced primarily by photodissociation of CO2 by251

solar EUV photons, whereas the lower emission peak (near 85 km) is produced primar-252

ily by photodissociation of CO2 by solar Lyman α photons (see Figure 6 from Gkouvelis253

et al., 2018).254

Solar EUV radiation drives photochemical processes above approximately 100 km,255

varying with wavelength and time, and are needed to accurately quantify the impact on256
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the Martian atmosphere. We use the latest publicly available Level 3 solar irradiance data257

measured by the Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) on board MAVEN from 19 Oc-258

tober 2014 to 14 November 2021 (Version 14 Revision 3). The Level 3 product is a daily259

modeled solar spectrum from 0.5 − 190.5 nm derived using three calibrated solar irra-260

diance bands measured by EUVM: 0 − 7 nm, 17 − 22 nm, and 117 − 125 nm bands (full261

width at half maximum; Thiemann et al., 2017). The modeled spectrum has a native262

spectral resolution of 1 nm and is rebinned onto a finer wavelength grid for use in for-263

ward model calculations. This is achieved by allocating the solar flux into bins of 0.05264

nm resolution from 1 − 10 nm and 0.1 nm resolution from 10 − 105 nm. Our analysis265

is not sensitive to the rebinning as the total energy flux is conserved in the rebinned spec-266

trum (Evans et al., 2015). The ionizing radiation (QEUV = integrated solar irradiance267

< 45 nm) for the time frame considered in our study ranges from approximately 0.5 to268

2.0 erg cm−2 s−1.269

The production of O(1S) atoms from photodissociation of CO2 by solar EUV pho-270

tons (process 1a) is given by271

P1a[O(1S)](z) = [CO2](z)
∑
i

σpd
1a(λi)QY1a(λi) πF

EUV
o (λi) exp(−τ1a(λi, z)/cosχ) (2)

where [CO2](z) is the CO2 number density (cm−3) at altitude z (km), πFEUV
o (λi) is the272

top-of-atmosphere solar binned EUV flux (Watt m−2), σpd
1a(λi) is the photodissociation273

cross section (cm2) for wavelength λi (nm), τ1a(λi, z) is the vertical optical depth (unit-274

less) above altitude z for wavelength λi, and χ is the solar zenith angle (deg). For each275

wavelength λi, τ1a(λi, z) = N [CO2](z) σ
abs
1a (λi), where σabs

1a (λi) is the CO2 absorption276

cross section and N [CO2] is the CO2 column density (cm−2) above altitude z. For the277

CO2 absorption cross section, σabs
1a , we use values reported by Venot et al. (2018). The278

approximate altitude of unit optical depth as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig-279

ure S2. Similarly, the production of O(1S) atoms from photodissociation of CO2 by so-280

lar Lyman α photons (process 1b) is given by281

P1b[O(1S)](z) = [CO2](z) (σ
pd
1b QY1b πF

Lyα
o exp(−τ1b(z)/cosχ)) (3)

where πFLyα
o is the top-of-atmosphere solar Lyman α flux (Watt m−2), σpd

1b is the CO2282

photodissociation cross section at Lyman α, and τ1b(z) = N [CO2](z) σ
abs
1b is the verti-283

cal optical depth above altitude z for CO2 absorption at Lyman α. The altitude of unit284

optical depth for absorption of Lyman α photons is ∼85 km.285

Calculation of O(1S) production rates for processes 2 − 5 requires a photoelectron286

spectrum as a function of altitude and energy and is obtained using287

Pl[O(1S)](z) = nl(z)

∫ Emax

Wl

σl(E) ϕ(z, E) dE (4)

where σl(E) is the cross section for producing O(1S) atoms by electrons at energy E im-288

pacting on the species corresponding to process l, and Wl is the corresponding thresh-289

old energy. We obtain the energy distribution function of the photoelectrons by solving290

the Boltzmann equation for electron transport using AURIC. The AURIC model has been291

developed for the atmospheres of the Earth (Strickland et al., 1999; Bishop & Feldman,292

2003; Bishop et al., 2007), Mars, Titan (Stevens et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2015a), and293

Pluto (Steffl et al., 2020). A description of the Feautrier method for solving the Boltz-294

mann transport equation is given by Link (1992), whereas application of the AURIC model295

to the Martian dayglow is described by Evans et al. (2015), Stevens et al. (2015b), and296
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Figure 1. Volume production rate of O(1S) atoms from primary sources for conditions during
MAVEN orbit 3000 on April 14, 2016.

Peterson et al. (2016). The sources of excitation cross sections σ2−5 for electron impact297

on CO2, CO, O2, and O, respectively, are provided in Table 1.298

Following Gkouvelis et al. (2018), we assume that the O+
2 density is in photochem-299

ical equilibrium below 200 km and we use conventional Martian ion chemistry (Fox &300

Sung, 2001) to calculate its vertical density distribution using photoionization of CO2301

and photoelectron impact ionization of CO2 calculated with the AURIC model as input302

to a Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP) photochemical model (Damian et al., 2002). In the con-303

ventional Martian ionospheric photochemistry, the main source of O+
2 ions below 200 km304

is from the reaction CO+
2 + O → O+

2 + CO. We further assume that the loss of O+
2 by305

dissociative recombination equals the production rate from this reaction. That is,306

P6[O(1S)](z) = α6 QY6 [O
+
2 ](z)

2 (5)

where α6 represents the rate coefficient and QY6 represents the quantum yield. A sim-
ilar expression applies for the production of O(1S) atoms from CO+

2 + e dissociative re-
combination. Values for rate coefficients and quantum yields along with their references
are provided in Table 1. For low solar activity (QEUV = 0.5 erg cm−2 s−1) and SZA =
0

◦

we obtain a peak CO+
2 density of 2.3 x 104 cm−3 at 128 km and a peak O+

2 density of307

2.2 x 105 cm−3 at 122 km, which are in good agreement (within ∼30%) with the model308

results reported by Fox et al. (2021) for similar conditions using the Fehsenfeld et al. (1970)309

rate coefficients and O density multiplied by 1.5.310
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3.2 Description of Forward Model311

The AURIC model incorporates a robust time-dependent 1-D (vertical dimension)312

treatment of Martian photochemistry. Densities of relatively long-lived species are cal-313

culated by solving the continuity equation while short-lived species are treated using a314

photochemical equilibrium approximation. While the robust AURIC photochemical model315

is appropriate for studying the dominant contributions to O(1S) production and the drivers316

of its variability, it is computationally intensive and can require up to several minutes317

of run time on contemporary computing platforms. For our purpose of retrieving CO2318

densities and deriving neutral temperatures from multiple Mars years of airglow mea-319

surements, some degree of approximation is required in order to render the problem com-320

putationally tractable. Considering the relative magnitude of all the known sources of321

production of O(1S) atoms in the Martian atmosphere, it is reasonable to exclude pro-322

cesses 3 − 5 and 7, since the total contribution from these four processes is estimated323

to be ∼1% (Gkouvelis et al., 2018). Thus, our forward model used for retrieval of CO2324

densities includes the dominant processes, which are 1, 2, and 6 (see Figure 1).325

Using AURIC as the forward model for an iterative optimal estimation retrieval326

algorithm is computationally prohibitive because of the need to calculate photoelectron327

fluxes required for collisional excitation by electron impact on CO2 (process 2) and chem-328

ical equilibrium O+
2 densities required for excitation by dissociative recombination (pro-329

cess 6) for each limb scan observation. Thus, we simplify the problem by generating a330

lookup table containing altitude profiles of O(1S) g-factors (s−1) for process 2 and pro-331

duction rates (cm−3 s−1) for process 6 as a function of SZA from 0◦ to 90◦ and EUVM332

Level 3 daily averaged solar EUV irradiance spectra for QEUV values ranging from 0.5333

to 2.0 (erg cm−3 s−1). Production rates for process 6 have an additional dependence on334

CO2 density, which is achieved by scaling a reference CO2 density profile by factors rang-335

ing from 0.1 to 50 (nine values spaced equally in log base 10). The scale factor is a con-336

stant factor applied at all altitudes to the reference CO2 density profile. The chosen ref-337

erence atmosphere is the mean over a full Mars year from the Mars Climate Database338

(MCD) Version 5 (Millour et al., 2018; Forget et al., 1999). The scaling of the reference339

mean MCD CO2 density profile is done so that forward model O(1S) production rates340

for process 6 can be obtained for a wide range of geophysical conditions at Mars. The341

mean MCD CO2 profile that we are scaling reflects the mean Mars nonisothermal tem-342

perature as a function of altitude. While the exospheric temperature of the reference mean343

MCD CO2 density profile is fixed, the density retrievals allow for adjustments in the scale344

height of CO2 as required to fit the observed O I 297 nm profiles. The corresponding de-345

rived temperatures reflect these adjustments in the scale height of CO2.346

Production rates for specific SZA and QEUV values are obtained using 2D inter-347

polation of the values contained in the lookup table, with g-factors for process 2 scaled348

by the retrieved CO2 density profile for each iteration of the optimal estimation proce-349

dure until convergence is achieved. Production rates for process 6 require an additional350

interpolation over CO2 density at each altitude for each iteration of the optimal estima-351

tion procedure. When constructing the lookup table used by the CO2 density retrieval352

algorithm, detailed comparisons were made between the full physics forward model de-353

scribed in the previous section and the approximate forward model described here. These354

comparisons were performed over the full parameter space of the lookup table to ensure355

that interpolation over the chosen grid spacing yielded similar results (i.e. within a few356

percent) between the full physics and approximate forward models.357

Simulated O I 297.2 nm limb scan column emission rates (in Rayleighs) for opti-358

mal estimation fits to limb scan observations are calculated using359

4πI = 10−6

∫ ∞

0

j(s)ds (6)
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where s is slant path distance (km) from the spacecraft along a line of sight and j is the360

O(1S) 297.2 nm volume emission rate given by Equation 1. Spacecraft altitudes and limb361

scan tangent altitudes for each observation are used to define the viewing geometry for362

calculating simulated O I 297.2 nm column emission rates. Limb scans occurring when363

the spacecraft is near or within the emitting region (i.e. near or at periapsis) are cor-364

rectly handled when numerically solving the integral in Equation 6. In the next section,365

we describe our approach for using the numerical model described in this section for re-366

trieving altitude profiles of CO2 densities.367

4 Retrieval Algorithms368

Here we describe the algorithms for retrieving CO2 density profiles, solar Lyman369

α flux, and exospheric temperature. The methods for deriving temperature profiles and370

associated uncertainties are discussed in detail in Appendix A and Appendix B, respec-371

tively.372

4.1 CO2 Density and Solar Lyman α Flux373

The operational retrieval of CO2 densities from IUVS dayglow observations hereto-374

fore have exclusively used the relatively bright CO+
2 UVD feature (Evans et al., 2015).375

The operational profiles, however, have some limitations. Two important limitations are376

that the vertical sampling of these profiles is relatively coarse (10 km near the peak of377

emission increasing to 20 km at 150 km) and they only extend down to 130 km. We im-378

prove on both of these limitations with the density retrievals described in this section379

using the oxygen 297.2 nm feature, which allow for a vertical sampling of 5 km (below380

170 km) and densities retrieved down to 80 km.381

We infer the composition of the atmosphere via IUVS limb scan observations us-382

ing the Generalized Retrieval and ANalysis Tool (GRANT; Evans et al., 2015; Stevens383

et al., 2015a), which merges AURIC with OPTimal estimation (OPT; Rodgers, 2000)384

retrieval algorithms (Lumpe et al., 1997, 2002, 2007) to obtain an optimal atmospheric385

state solution. The GRANT tool has been applied to dayglow observations of Titan for386

the retrieval of N2 and methane (Stevens et al., 2015a) and Mars for the retrieval of CO2,387

N2, and O (Evans et al., 2015; Stevens et al., 2015b). For the present study, we extend388

the Mars algorithm in order to retrieve CO2 densities using MAVEN IUVS limb scan389

observations of O I 297.2 nm emission.390

Our forward model calculations assume that the atmosphere is spherically symmet-391

ric along the line of sight. This assumption is justified, since for any given tangent height,392

the emission is produced from within one or two scale heights of the tangent point (roughly393

5 − 50 km, depending on altitude). For tangent heights ranging from approximately 80394

to 180 km, the mean extent in latitude, longitude, LST, and SZA are 3.2◦, 4.3◦, 0.3 hr,395

and 3.6◦, respectively. The maximum extent in latitude, longitude, LST, and SZA (omit-396

ting boundary crossing cases that produce large apparent ranges) are 13.0◦, 10.4◦, 0.7397

hr, and 13.0◦, respectively. While the typical slant path extent of the four parameters398

is insignificant, an assumption of spherical symmetry begins to fail for large SZAs be-399

cause solar azimuth dependence must be considered. Thus, we use 85◦ as the upper SZA400

limit for our analysis.401

The forward model problem can be expressed in general form as y = F (x) as shown402

in Evans et al. (2015) with the full forward model F defined by the combination of mod-403

eled O I 297.2 nm dayglow and an IUVS instrument model. For density retrievals, the404

atmospheric state vector, x, consists of 28 parameters: CO2 density (cm−3) at 26 alti-405

tude grid points covering 60 ˘ 600 km, a forward model scale factor that corrects for cal-406

ibration and model uncertainties associated with the upper peak of O I 297.2 nm emis-407

sion, and the solar Lyman α flux that drives the lower peak of O I 297.2 nm emission.408
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While the brightness profiles may extend to much lower and higher altitudes, the signal-409

to-noise (SNR) ratio drops to ∼5 or less below ∼80 km and above ∼150 km thus result-410

ing in 15 tangent point observations with sufficient SNR. Altitudes outside the 80 − 150411

km range are included in the retrieval altitude grid to ensure proper energy conserva-412

tion in the electron transport code; however, the retrieved CO2 densities and derived tem-413

peratures below ∼80 km and above ∼150 km trend to the a priori assumption and are414

excluded from the data set and our analysis. We explicitly retrieve the absolute solar Ly-415

man α flux so that we can compare the retrieved flux with coincident MAVEN EUVM416

measurements of this quantity. This comparison provides an important test of the ab-417

solute performance of the retrieval algorithm.418

The solution to the nonlinear forward model problem is discussed in Evans et al.419

(2015). The covariance of the solution (see Equation 8 from Evans et al., 2015) is a weighted420

sum of uncertainties from the a priori contribution and direct inversion of the data:421

Ŝ = (S−1
a +KTS−1

y K)−1 (7)

where Sa and Sy are the a priori and data covariance matrices, respectively. The ker-422

nel matrix, K, is the derivative of the forward model with respect to the state param-423

eters. The 1−σ retrieval uncertainties calculated by the algorithm are the diagonal el-424

ements of the retrieval covariance matrix σi ∼
√
Ŝii. The covariance matrix is used in425

formal error propagation to calculate uncertainties in retrieved densities and derived tem-426

peratures (see Appendix B). We note that this approach uses strict formal error prop-427

agation and may underestimate the true errors, which must be derived through a detailed428

error analysis using simulations to quantify individual error components, and is beyond429

the scope of this study.430

The a priori covariance matrix Sa characterizes the uncertainty in the a priori es-431

timate of the state vector and varies with altitude in the following manner (see Equa-432

tion 4 from Stevens et al., 2015a):433

σ2
ij = Sij

a =

{
[0.25 xai ]

2 i = j

σii σjj exp[−((zi − zj)/(2H))2] i ̸= j
(8)

where i and j are altitude indices, zi is the ith altitude, xai
is the a priori CO2 density434

at altitude zi, Hi = kTi/mgi is a length scale (i.e. scale height) that determines the435

degree of vertical coupling along the rows of the covariance matrix, k is Boltzmann’s con-436

stant, Ti is the temperature at zi, m is the molecular mass of CO2, and gi is the grav-437

itational acceleration at zi. Scaling of Hi up or down by 50% changes the retrieved den-438

sities at 140 km by less than 20% and and the derived temperatures by less than 20 K439

for both low and enhanced dust activity indicating that the results are not significantly440

dependent on the assumed value of Hi.441

The diagonal elements in Equation 8 weight the data with altitude in order to fa-442

cilitate convergence, where the weighting is determined from simulations of the airglow443

data between 70 and 160 km. The a priori CO2 abundance used to initiate the density444

retrievals is the mean density as a function of altitude from MCD (Millour et al., 2018)445

sampled over a full Martian year scaled by the factor 2(zc−115)/7×cos(SZA), where zc is446

the altitude (km) of the upper peak of the observed O I 297.2 brightness profile deter-447

mined from a Chapman fit (discussed in the next section). The a priori scale factor, which448

is determined from forward model simulations (discussed below and by Evans et al., 2015),449

adjusts the a priori forward model brightness profile so that the peaks of O I 297.2 nm450

emission are reasonably close (i.e. within 5 km) in altitude to the observed emission peaks.451

The reference altitude (115 km) is determined from the upper peak altitude of a model452
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O I 297.2 nm brightness profile simulated using the a priori abundance profile. Increas-453

ing or decreasing the reference altitude by 5 km changes the retrieved densities (derived454

temperatures) at 140 km by less than 10% (10 K) for low dust activity whereas decreas-455

ing the reference altitude by 5 km changes the retrieved densities (derived temperatures)456

by up to 67% (15 K) for enhanced dust activity. This behavior is expected during en-457

hanced dust activity (i.e. higher CO2 density and peak altitudes), since reducing the ref-458

erence altitude scales the a priori abundance such that the model brightness profile peaks459

shift substantially in altitude relative to the observed profile causing a significant drop460

in the convergence rate (i.e. the a priori solution requires too many iterations to reach461

the best fit solution).462

The assumed a priori temperature profile used to calculate the length scale Hi is463

the mean temperature from MCD sampled over a full Martian year with an estimated464

uncertainty of 25%. Inspection of density retrievals applying various a priori uncertain-465

ties yields an optimal uncertainty value of 25%, which reduces extreme oscillations in466

the density profile while maintaining goodness of fit of the observed brightness profiles467

based on Pearson correlation coefficients. We find that varying the assumed a priori un-468

certainty up or down by 50% does not change the retrieved CO2 densities (derived tem-469

peratures) at 140 km by more than 10% (10 K) for low and enhanced dust activity.470

We use a priori values of 1.0 and 1.8x1011 (photons cm−3 s−1) for the forward model471

scale factor and solar Lyman α flux, respectively, each with a corresponding uncertainty472

of 20%. This a priori uncertainty does not represent an uncertainty in the forward model473

brightness or solar Lyman α flux, but rather allows for flexibility of the retrieval algo-474

rithm to control convergence. For the observations with high signal-to-noise used in this475

study, an increase or reduction of the a priori uncertainty by 50% changes the retrieved476

CO2 densities (derived temperatures) at 140 km by less than 5% (5 K).477

Detailed simulated retrievals spanning the parameter space of the forward model478

lookup table (0.5 ≤ QEUV (erg cm−2 s−1) ≤ 2.0; 0 ≤ SZA (degrees) < 90; 0.2 ≤ CO2479

scale factor (unitless) ≤ 20) were conducted to characterize the performance of the re-480

trieval algorithm. Simulated O I 297 nm brightness profiles were generated using the full481

physics forward model described in Section 3.1 containing all sources listed in Table 1482

to demonstrate that the sources excluded from the approximate forward model used for483

CO2 density retrievals do not affect or bias the retrieved densities. For the full param-484

eter space of the simulated retrievals, the mean error of the CO2 densities for altitudes485

from 80 to 180 km ranges from a few percent to ∼22% in the worst case (SZA = 0◦; CO2486

scale factor ∼20). The mean error of the retrieved CO2 density (80 - 180 km) for the full487

set of simulated retrievals is 7%. The mean error of the retrieved forward model scale488

factor and Lyman α flux for the full set of simulated retrievals are 1.1% and 1.7%, re-489

spectively.490

4.2 Neutral Temperature491

The methods for deriving altitude profiles of neutral temperature and associated492

uncertainties are discussed in detail in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. In this493

section we briefly describe the method used to obtain the upper boundary condition re-494

quired by the neutral temperature retrieval algorithm. We derive exospheric and meso-495

spheric temperatures by fitting two idealized Chapman functions to altitude profiles of496

O I 297.2 nm column emission observed by MAVEN IUVS as described by Jain et al.,497

2021, but with the generalized Chapman fitting formalism suggested by Evans et al. (2020).498

For the MAVEN IUVS data set under consideration here, the problem is generally un-499

derdetermined such that the temperature profile tends to be poorly constrained. Thus,500

our fitting function uses three parameters for each of the two Chapman functions (see501

Equation 2 in Evans et al., 2020): C, σn0, and T (s), where gravity varies with altitude,502

but T (s) = T is a scalar fitting parameter. For the upper peak, we use a priori val-503
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ues of 1, 0.05 (cm−1), and 200 (K) for C, σn0, and T , respectively. Similarly, we use 1,504

0.001 (cm−1), and 150 (K) for the a priori values for the lower O I 297.2 nm emission505

peak. For both sets of a priori values, the corresponding a priori uncertainties for C,506

σn0, and T are assumed to be 100%, 20%, and 100%, respectively. The exospheric tem-507

perature (T0), determined through a Chapman fit to the upper peak of the O I 297.2508

nm profile, is utilized as an upper boundary condition for deriving temperatures from509

retrieved CO2 densities using hydrostatic integration (see Appendix A and Appendix B).510

Since T0 is obtained from fitting the upper peak of the O I 297 nm emission profile, it511

represents altitudes ≳ 140 km. In cases where the Chapman fit fails to converge, a value512

of 200 K is used for T0.513

5 Methodology514

In the following section we describe the outputs obtained by the retrieval algorithm515

for CO2 density and temperature obtained via hydrostatic integration of the retrieved516

CO2 density. The data are filtered according to the following:517

• SZA ≤ 85◦518

• Dayside local solar times, 6 ≤ LST ≤ 18 hrs519

• O I 297.2 nm intensity profiles that span from ≤ 90 km to ≥ 160 km520

• Mean of O I 297.2 nm brightness profile > 1 kR521

• Two peaks confirmed via Chapman fits of the O I 297.2 nm emission522

• Retrieved forward model brightness scale factor ≤ 1.2523

• Hydrostatic integration temperatures of 50 − 500 K for altitudes ≲ 150 km524

The data are binned in pressure and parameter space (latitude, longitude, local solar time,525

etc.) to create a regular mapping of the data for the creation of the temperature con-526

tour maps shown in proceeding figures. The motivation for these constraints and filters527

is detailed below.528

5.1 Density Profile Retrievals529

Optimal estimation retrievals of CO2 densities are obtained from IUVS observed530

profiles of O I 297.2 nm emission that typically span from 70 to 180 km but may vary531

from scan to scan. The retrieval algorithm uses 26 altitude grid points with equally spaced532

increments of 5 km from 60 to 170 km and an exponential grid up to 600 km. We chose533

a 5 km step size because it corresponds to approximately one scale height (or a fraction534

thereof) of the Martian thermosphere, depending on altitude and temperature (Stiepen535

et al., 2015; Bougher et al., 2017; Stone et al., 2018), and is the step size and vertical res-536

olution of IUVS O I 297.2 nm observations (McClintock et al., 2015). For analysis pur-537

poses, we only consider retrieved CO2 densities within the altitude range of the corre-538

sponding brightness profile (≈ 80− 150 km).539

We retrieve CO2 density profiles for 51,957 scans with SZA ≤ 85◦ and a conver-540

gence rate of 81.4%. Figure 2 illustrates an optimal estimation fit to an IUVS observa-541

tion of O I 297.2 nm emission on April 14, 2016 at 22:37 UTC during the 9th scan of pe-542

riapse orbit 3000 (left) as well as the corresponding CO2 density profile retrieved from543

the optimal estimation fit to the IUVS observed emission profile (right). The 5 km steps544

in the altitude profile are the original resolution provided in the IUVS Level 1C data prod-545

ucts on the NASA PDS. More details on the vertical resolution and FOV can be found546

in McClintock et al. (2015). While the errors seem small at 180 km in Figure 2, the emis-547

sion profiles decrease exponentially above the upper peak (and below the lower peak).548

As stated previously, we exclude the low SNR regimes at the highest and lowest altitudes.549

We refer the reader to Figures 2 and 3 from Gkouvelis et al. (2018) for additional exam-550

ples of IUVS O I 297 nm emission profiles.551
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Figure 2. (Left) Optimal estimation model fit (red) to an O I 297.2 nm limb radiance day-
glow profile (black) observed by IUVS on April 14, 2016 at 22:37 UTC during the 9th scan of
periapse orbit 3000. The blue curve shows the model calculated O I 297.2 nm limb radiance day-
glow profile for the conditions of the IUVS observation using an a priori mean MCD atmosphere
and daily averaged solar EUV irradiance measured by EUVM. The solar zenith angle, QEUV, re-
trieved scale factor, and retrieved Lyman α flux are shown in the left panel. The black horizontal
bars shown with the IUVS data are 1−σ uncertainties reported in the Level 1C data file. (Right)
The CO2 density profile retrieved from the observed O I 297.2 nm limb radiance dayglow profile
is shown in red with horizontal bars showing formally propagated errors. The blue curve shows
the a priori mean MCD atmosphere used to initiate the optimal estimation fit to the observed O
I 297.2 nm dayglow profile.

Figure S3 shows the results of an analysis of the CO2 retrieval averaging kernel.552

This matrix describes how the retrieved state vector depends on the true atmospheric553

state (see Lumpe et al., 2002, 2007, for an extensive discussion). The left panel shows554

the averaging kernel rows for the ninth scan of orbit 3000. The averaging kernel can be555

used to quantify a priori biases in the retrievals using the relationship x̂ = Ax̂data + (I-556

A)x̂ap, where x̂ is the retrieval solution vector, A is the averaging kernel, and I is the iden-557

tity matrix (Rogers, 2000, page 47; Lumpe et al., 2002, 2007). The mean percent con-558

tributions from the a priori (x̂ap) and data (x̂data) components of the retrieval solution559

vector for periapse orbit 3000 are shown in the middle panel. While there is a decrease560

in the contribution from the data near 120 km (minimum of ∼60%), it exceeds the con-561

tribution from the a priori assumption at all altitudes from 80 to 160 km. The right panel562

of the figure shows the full-width-half-maximum of the averaging kernel rows, which we563

use as a measure of the vertical resolution of the retrievals. The vertical resolution varies564

from ∼10 km at 80 km altitude to ∼18 km at 150 km, which is sufficient to resolve vari-565

ations in the CO2 profile of one or two scale heights.566

While the middle panel of Figure S3 indicates that retrieved densities do not ex-567

hibit an a priori bias between 80 and 160 km (i.e., the data has a greater influence on568

the retrieval solution than the a priori assumption), it is important to also confirm that569

derived temperatures are not biased by the assumed a priori MCD temperature profile.570

To test for a temperature a priori bias we generated two sets of alternative a priori CO2571

density and temperature profiles using J. Deighan’s one dimensional photochemical model572

(see Supporting Information for Evans et al., 2022). The first set of a priori profiles cor-573
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respond to a mesospheric temperature of 125 K, a reference CO2 column density of 1020574

(cm−2), and exospheric temperatures of 125 K, 150 K, 200 K, 255 K, 300 K, and 350 K.575

The second set of a priori profiles correspond to a mesopsheric temperature of 135 K,576

a reference CO2 column density of 2.75 x 1020 (cm−2), and the same exospheric temper-577

atures as used for the first set. Figure S4 shows temperature profiles derived from re-578

trieved CO2 densities using both sets of alternative a priori profiles for the eighth scan579

of orbit 3000 on April 14, 2019 (representative of a quiet dust period) and the eleventh580

scan of orbit 4072 on November 2, 2016 (representative of an active dust period).581

The photochemical model a priori temperatures (non-black curves) shown in Fig-582

ure S4 include cases that are quite different from the MCD a priori temperature pro-583

file (black curves). In fact, several of the a priori profiles are unquestionably nonphys-584

ical. However, the temperature profiles derived from the retrieved CO2 density profiles585

using the chosen a priori predominately fall within 2-σ errors of the values using the MCD586

a priori. The consistency in the shapes of the derived profiles for the selected scans com-587

pared to the significant difference in the shapes of the photochemical model a priori pro-588

files demonstrates that the derived temperature profiles are effectively independent from589

the a priori below ∼150 km. However, the results of the analysis indicate that derived590

temperatures may be susceptible to an a priori bias above ∼150 km. Therefore, we have591

constrained the altitude range of the retrieval data set and our analysis to 80 ≤ altitude592

(km) ≤ 150. Note that the contributions to the solution vector shown in Figure S3 re-593

flect the retrieved densities rather than the temperatures that are derived from the re-594

trieved densities. The derived temperatures are, in fact, more sensitive to the choice of595

a priori density (and temperature) than the retrieved densities, which trend to the a pri-596

ori above 160 km. This behavior is expected given the exponential relationship between597

density and temperature. The use of 150 km as the upper boundary for our analysis thus598

reflects the greater sensitivity of the derived temperatures to the a priori.599

As mentioned in Section 4.1, we independently retrieve the absolute solar Lyman600

α flux, which drives the lower peak of O I 297.2 nm emission, and compare to daily mea-601

surements from EUVM Level 3 data (Figure 3). While the measured solar Lyman α flux602

is within the standard deviation of retrieved values around solar minimum, there is some603

variability for scans when the sun is more active. Differences from scan to scan are due604

to real variations in the atmosphere, or solar illumination (or both), as well as residual605

solar stray light and other artifacts that are not fully removed in the IUVS Level 1C data606

processing pipeline. These variations can manifest as variations in the retrieved forward607

model scale factors or CO2 densities (or both). The EUVM measurements are typically608

greater than the retrieved solar Lyman α flux, particularly around perihelion, and we609

find that this is characterized by a slope of 0.27 when comparing day to day measure-610

ments with retrieved values (Figure 3, bottom panel). The behavioral difference and the611

systematic shift between the measured and retrieved solar Lyman α flux are most likely612

due to observational effects (i.e. IUVS viewing geometry) and an O I 297.2 nm MUV613

calibration error discussed in Section 2, respectively. We use these variations in the re-614

trieved forward model scale factors relative to expectations or other independent mea-615

surements (e.g., EUVM measured Lyman α flux) as a diagnostic of the technical per-616

formance of the retrieval algorithm and resulting data set.617

Density retrievals use a forward model brightness scale factor that compensates for618

systematic biases between the observed brightness and values calculated by AURIC (Picone,619

2008). The sources of these biases are primarily from systematic errors in instrument cal-620

ibration, cross sections used in AURIC, and solar EUV irradiance. IUVS MUV calibra-621

tion uncertainties are estimated to be ±10%, cross section uncertainties are typically ±25%622

(Avakyan et al., 1998; Majeed & Strickland, 1997), and EUVM Level 3 daily irradiance623

uncertainties are ±5% (Thiemann et al., 2017). We find that the retrieved O I 297.2 nm624

forward model scale factor has a mean value of 0.73 ± 0.09 while the IUVS operationally625

retrieved CO+
2 UVD forward model scale factor has a mean value of 0.84 ± 0.09 for pe-626
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Figure 3. (Top) Model retrieved (black) and EUVM Level 3 (red) Lyman α flux vs Earth
month and year. The inverse square of the Mars − Sun distance is shown in purple. (Bottom)
Model retrieved vs EUVM Level 3 Lyman α flux. The linear fit is shown in red. The yellow line
represents a linear 1:1 relationship. Data are binned in Julian day (bin size = 1 day). EUVM
data are daily average Lyman α values from Level 3 Version 14 Revision 3 measurements.

riapse scans. The middle and bottom panels of Figure 4 illustrate the general agreement627

between retrieved forward model scale factors for both CO+
2 UVD and O I 297.2 nm pe-628

riapse retrievals, with a mean difference of -15.7% signifying a shift to slightly lower for-629

ward model scale factors from O I 297.2 nm retrievals. For both retrievals, the scale fac-630

tors of periapse scans typically range from about 0.6 to 1.1 and have distributions within631

a standard deviation of their respective means. This is similarly demonstrated for in-632

bound and outbound O I 297.2 nm retrievals, which typically have forward scale factors633

of 0.65 to 1.2 (Figure 4, top panel).634

With the IUVS calibration correction factors discussed in Section 2 taken into ac-635

count, the systematic bias between the forward model and absolute IUVS intensities, ev-636

ident in Figure 4, will increase. However, this bias does not affect the density retrievals637

or derived temperatures presented here, since the density retrievals are sensitive to the638
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Figure 4. (Top) Retrieved forward model scale factor vs orbit for inbound (green), outbound
(blue), and periapse (black) scans retrieved from O I 297.2 nm emission and periapse scans (red)
retrieved from CO+

2 UVD emission. (Middle) Scatter plot of the model scale factors retrieved via
CO+

2 UVD vs O I 297.2 nm emission. Data shown are for periapse scans only. The red line repre-
sents a 1:1 ratio. (Bottom) Histogram of the percent difference in the forward model scale factors
for periapse limb scans derived from CO+

2 UVD and O I 297.2 nm emission. The mean percent
difference and 1−σ standard deviation of the percent difference are given for periapse limb scans.
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Figure 5. (Top) CO2 density at 140 km vs orbit for inbound (green), outbound (blue), and
periapse (black) scans retrieved from O I 297.2 nm emission and periapse (red) scans retrieved
from the IUVS operational data that uses CO+

2 UVD emission. (Bottom) Scatter plot of CO2

density at 140 km determined from CO+
2 UVD and O I 297.2 nm emission. The yellow line rep-

resents a linear 1:1 relationship. The red line represents the linear fit to the data in log − log
space. The CO2 densities are binned in orbit and exclude side-segment scans since operational
retrievals from CO+

2 UVD observations for side-segments are currently unavailable.

shape of the observed emission profiles but insensitive to the absolute magnitude (Meier639

& Picone, 1994; Meier et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2015). In order to mitigate over-fitting640

and spurious brightness profiles, we remove scans with mean intensity values of less than641

1 kR, which are on the very low end for the O I 297.2 nm brightness profile and typi-642

cally have poorly defined peaks, and forward model scale factors greater than 1.2 (this643

threshold may change when the data are recalibrated).644

In Figure 5 we show CO2 densities retrieved from IUVS observations of O I 297.2645

nm emission at an altitude of 140 km as a function of time (top horizontal axis) and or-646

bit (bottom horizontal axis) compared to operational CO2 densities retrieved from IUVS647

observations of CO+
2 UVD (Evans et al., 2015). Structure in the CO2 densities is evi-648

dent most clearly in maxima, which exhibit a strong inverse correlation with the square649
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of the Mars − Sun distance (Figure 5, top panel). CO2 densities illustrate a cyclical trend650

with martian year increasing from roughly 109 cm−3 in the northern hemisphere spring651

to over 1010 cm−3 in the autumn and winter (Ls > 180◦) similar to trends observed by652

Aoki et al. (2022) in CO2 densities derived from O I 557.7 nm dayglow for MY35 to the653

beginning of MY36. Comparison of densities for periapse limb scans for O I 297.2 nm654

and CO+
2 UVD show good agreement over the full range of the mission; however, direct655

orbit to orbit comparison reveals a systematic shift towards lower CO2 densities derived656

from O I 297.2 nm emission characterized by a slope of 0.86 in log-log space (Figure 5,657

bottom panel). This corresponds to a mean difference in retrieved density at 140 km of658

-33.7% ± 15.7% for periapse scans. We note that the operational CO2 retrievals using659

emission from CO+
2 evidently saturate in their ability to detect density changes before660

the retrievals of CO2 using emission from O I 297.2 nm (Figure 5, bottom panel).661

5.2 Neutral Temperature Profile Retrievals662

We perform hydrostatic integration of retrieved CO2 density profiles from 180 to663

60 km to derive altitude profiles of temperature and pressure (Snowden et al., 2013; Stone664

et al., 2018). We use exospheric temperatures retrieved from double Chapman fits to IUVS665

observed O I 297.2 nm emission profiles as an upper boundary condition for the hydro-666

static integration. An example of a double Chapman fit to a MAVEN IUVS limb scan667

observation of O I 297.2 nm emission is shown in Figure 1 from Jain et al. (2021). Scans668

that do not have two distinct emission peaks (i.e. the fit fails to identify two distinct peaks669

or the retrieved parameters are not physically realistic) are excluded from the analysis.670

In the event an O I 297.2 nm emission profile does not meet the aforementioned crite-671

ria or the Chapman fit fails to converge, an upper boundary temperature of 200 K with672

20% uncertainty is used for the hydrostatic integration. We note that we derive temper-673

ature profiles during each iteration of the optimal estimation procedure since the quench-674

ing coefficients discussed in Section 3.1 are temperature dependent. Figure 6 shows ex-675

amples of temperature profiles, derived from the CO2 density profiles shown in the fig-676

ure (blue lines), using the exospheric temperatures (T0) from Chapman fits to the IUVS677

observed O I 297.2 nm emission profiles as the upper boundary condition. The associ-678

ated temperature uncertainties, determined by formal error propagation of the density679

uncertainties (see Appendix B), are also shown.680

To analyze gradients in temperature, the temperature profiles are first binned in681

latitude (bin size = 5◦), longitude (bin size = 20◦), or local solar time (bin size = 1 hr)682

and then in pressure with a bin size of log10(P ) = −0.25. The data within the corre-683

sponding pressure and parameter bin are then used to determine the mean temperatures.684

In our analysis, we consider viable profiles to be those whose hydrostatic integration tem-685

peratures range from 50 to 500 K at altitudes ≲ 150 km. Therefore, we use 36,053 scans686

to examine thermal variability where typical temperature uncertainties are approximately687

± 17% (60−180 km; ∼16 K (8%) at 140 km). Retrieved CO2 densities and derived tem-688

peratures below the lower altitude limit of the observed O I 297.2 nm brightness pro-689

files are excluded from our analysis.690

6 Results691

For the first time, CO2 density and temperature profiles are retrieved using O I 297.2692

nm emission in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere (80 − 150 km) with re-693

sults for the higher altitude thermospheric peak consistent with values previously deter-694

mined with CO+
2 UVD emission for a narrower altitude range (130 − 170 km) and lower695

vertical resolution (factor of 2; Evans et al., 2015). We have also added the IUVS inbound696

and outbound data, which increases the operational database of density and tempera-697

ture profiles by 37%, typically in places where the periapse observations alone are in dark-698

ness and do not provide results. In the results discussed below, temperature map bins699
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Figure 6. Retrieved CO2 density (red lines) and derived temperature with corresponding
1−σ uncertainties (yellow lines) with respect to altitude (and approximate pressure) are shown.
(Left) Inbound orbit 3468, 1st scan (11 July 2016 at 00:57 UTC): Ls = 183.6◦, Lat = −11.3◦,
Lon = −37.7◦, LST = 14.4 hrs, and SZA = 36.5◦. These profiles are representative of a scan that
exhibits no warm layer (80 − 110 km). (Right) Periapse orbit 14533, 8th scan (8 August 2021
at 21:38 UTC): Ls = 82.9◦, Lat = 58.0◦, Lon = −104.1◦, LST = 15.3 hrs, and SZA = 48.0◦.
These profiles are representative of a region exhibiting a warm layer (indicated by the red arrow)
between 80 and 110 km that shows an increase in temperature of over 65 K. The solid blue line
is the a priori CO2 density. The upper boundary condition used for hydrostatic integration, T0,
is from the Chapman fit to the upper peak of O I 297.2 nm emission. The mesopause is indicated
by the purple arrow.

require a minimum of 50% of the scans within a given latitude/longitude/LST bin to be700

included in a pressure bin, otherwise that bin is excluded. This applies primarily to the701

bins at the highest and lowest pressure boundaries. The proceeding figures illustrate re-702

sults binned in pressure space and constrained in altitude from 80 − 150 km. Some of703

the approximate altitudes may extend above and below this range; however, this is due704

to binning in pressure space rather than altitude space.705

Here we present an analysis of 36,053 profiles satisfying the constraints discussed706

above that exhibit patterns of upper mesosphere warm regions and a mesopause under707

various seasonal and geographical conditions. The mesopause at approximately 120 km708

is consistently observed during all seasons. These findings are a direct result of the new709

approach using O I 297.2 nm emission to extend MAVEN’s science output from the lower710

thermosphere to upper mesosphere for a wide range of conditions thus providing an im-711

proved understanding of the coupling between the two regions and the vertical variabil-712

ity and perturbations that drive thermal escape.713

6.1 Seasonal and Yearly Temperature Variations714

Using temperature profiles determined via hydrostatic integration, we construct715

thermal contour maps of the full MAVEN mission by Mars season (with respect to the716

northern hemisphere): spring (0◦ < Ls < 90◦), summer (90◦ < Ls < 180◦), autumn717

(180◦ < Ls < 270◦), and winter (270◦ < Ls < 360◦) (Figure 7). In Figure 7, and all718

proceeding thermal contour maps, the plots illustrating temperature with respect to lat-719

itude (left column, Figure 7) include all longitudes and LST from 6-18 hrs binned in lat-720

itude with a bin size of 5◦. Likewise plots illustrating temperature with respect to lon-721

gitude (middle column, Figure 7) include all latitudes and LST from 6-18 hrs binned in722

longitude with a bin size of 20◦, and plots depicting temperature with respect to LST723
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Figure 7. Thermal contour plots for the full MAVEN mission by Mars season. From top to
bottom, temperature maps are shown for the spring, summer, fall, and winter northern hemi-
sphere seasons for all latitudes, longitudes, and LST. From left to right, mean temperature
contour plots are shown as a function of pressure and approximate altitude vs latitude, longitude,
and LST. The corresponding histogram is directly below the contour map. The number of limb
scans included in the plots is provided in the upper right corner of the latitude histograms.
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(right column, Figure 7) include all latitudes and longitudes binned in LST with a bin724

size of 1 hr. Each map is comprised of over five thousand profiles with exceptional cov-725

erage in latitude, longitude, and LST for all seasons.726

We observe similarities in the morphological patterns of the temperature maps shown727

in Figure 7 across seasons and geographical parameters. Each map exhibits a mesopause728

at approximately 10−3−10−4 Pa (∼ 105 − 120 km) in the spring and summer and ap-729

proximately 10−2 − 10−4 Pa (∼ 105 − 125 km) in the autumn and winter, with tem-730

peratures decreasing to 100 K or below. (Note that altitudes corresponding to specific731

pressure levels will vary with conditions and bin size for geophysical parameters.) Plots732

illustrating binning in longitude, for all latitudes and daytime LSTs, (Figure 7, middle733

column) show a defined mesopause that spans the full longitude range at approximately734

10−3 Pa (∼115 km). The frequency of each longitude bin exceeds 200 scans, establish-735

ing statistical significance for this feature of the temperature profile. The mesopause is736

likewise observed in the LST temperature maps (Figure 7, right column) at approximately737

10−3 Pa, with all LST bins exceeding 150 scans. Warming below the mesopause is seen738

in all the temperature maps at pressures greater than 10−2 Pa, stronger in the autumn739

and winter in comparison to spring and summer, and with slightly warmer temperatures740

at the dawn terminator (Thiemann et al., 2018; González-Galindo et al., 2021) reach-741

ing temperatures of over ∼ 170 K.742

Previous work illustrating variability across latitude similarly show the mesopause743

with temperatures reaching less than 100 K at approximately 10−3−10−4 Pa (Forget744

et al., 2009; Gröller et al., 2015). The IUVS data shown herein reveals a mesopause ex-745

tending from roughly 10−2−10−4 Pa (Figure 7, left column). The most apparent struc-746

ture in the latitude temperature maps for all seasons are the warm regions occurring at747

pressures greater than 10−2 Pa (below ∼ 100 km). Autumn and winter seasons exhibit748

stronger warming at southern polar latitudes in comparison to spring and summer with749

temperatures exceeding 190 K. While trends in structure are observed with bin frequen-750

cies exceeding hundreds of scans in many cases, it is prudent to consider the uncertain-751

ties associated with the temperatures with respect to pressure (altitude). Binned uncer-752

tainties and the corresponding standard deviations of the binned uncertainties are pro-753

vided in Figures S5 and S6, respectively, in the Supplemental Material. Temperature un-754

certainties may be large, with typical uncertainties at P > 10−2 Pa from ∼ 31−46 K,755

with the larger uncertainties occurring during the dusty season (Ls = 180 - 360◦). These756

uncertainties are representative of the individual Mars years which typically range from757

30 - 45 K (at P > 10−2 Pa), with the exception of autumn in MY34 (discussed in Sec-758

tion 6.3).759

Results from Thiemann et al. (2018) from solar occultations during perihelion and760

aphelion show cooler temperatures dominating lower altitudes (below 140 km) with warmer761

temperatures above 200 K at higher altitudes for all latitudes. This is consistent with762

our dayglow observations, which yield temperatures that reach above 200 K at ∼ 140763

km and ≲ 100 K at ∼ 120 km (mesopause). Nightside observations from Nakagawa et764

al. (2020a) show temperatures reaching down to 70 K above 100 km and temperatures765

of 175 K at 70 − 85 km for latitudes 10◦ − 35◦ with evidence of polar warming at 75766

− 90 km from 80◦−90◦ S. As discussed above, our findings demonstrate similar trends767

with cold temperatures at 120 km (mesopause) for all seasons and southern polar warm-768

ing during autumn and winter. We also observe a warm region at higher pressures; how-769

ever, temperatures do not consistently reach 175 K at equatorial latitudes for all con-770

ditions (Figure 7). Year-to-year trends may impact the enhancement of the feature, there-771

fore, we discuss the equatorial warm regions below with respect to Martian year and sea-772

son.773

Analysis by Mars year and season yields increased validity to the interpretation above774

for the full mission data set. Figures 8 − 11 show binned mean temperature maps by775

Martian year and season ranging from MY32 − MY36. The primary result seen in mul-776
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Figure 8. Thermal contour plots for the full MAVEN mission by Mars year and northern
hemisphere season. From left to right, the temperature contour maps are shown as a function of
pressure and approximate altitude vs latitude, longitude, and local solar time with the approx-
imate altitude shown on the right axis. Below each contour plot is a histogram for the latitude,
longitude, and local solar time for the corresponding scans. Bin sizes are indicated on the his-
tograms. The number of limb scans included in the plot is indicated in the upper right corner of
the latitude histograms. The temperatures shown are binned mean values (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 9. Continued.
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Figure 10. Continued.
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Figure 11. Continued.
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tiple Martian years and across all seasons are warm regions across latitude, longitude,777

and LST at pressures greater than 10−2 Pa (below ∼ 100 km), as observed in the sea-778

sonal plots in Figure 7 detailed above. Many of the yearly seasonal plots exhibit higher779

temperatures in the warm regions during autumn and winter at southern poleward lat-780

itudes and pressures generally greater than 10−2 Pa (below 100 km), with upwards of781

50 profiles per bin in several cases. While Figure 7 shows traces of this trend, it becomes782

more apparent when viewing the data by Martian year and season. The trend may be783

attributed to the dust season (180◦ < Ls < 360◦) that occurs every Martian year dur-784

ing which A, B, and C regional dust events form either in the northern hemisphere (A785

& C) and migrate to the southern hemisphere or that form before northern winter close786

to the south pole (B). Nakagawa et al. (2020a) also find polar warming from 75 − 90 km787

at latitudes poleward of 70◦ and additional warming near the equator at latitudes equa-788

torward of 35◦ (Ls = 0− 180◦).789

Temperature maps with respect to longitude show stronger warming during autumn790

and winter and illustrate a more well defined mesopause at consistent pressures as op-791

posed to latitude and LST temperature maps across all seasons (Figures 8 − 11, mid-792

dle column). Some panels show interesting structures that may be attributed to longi-793

tudinal waves (discussed in further detail in Section 6.5). The yearly seasonal plots for794

spring and summer appear to show four concentrated regions of increased warming be-795

low 100 km in between longitudes −180◦ and −100◦, −100◦ and 0◦, 0◦ and 100◦, and796

100◦ and 180◦. Some of the autumn and winter panels also appear to show warming con-797

centrated around longitudes roughly at −100◦, 0◦, and 100◦. These trends at higher pres-798

sures (> 10−2 Pa) may be indicative of waves at lower altitudes. The less structurally799

organized warm region observed during autumn MY34 (which encompasses a global dust800

event) occurs at the lower limit of the temperature map at pressures greater than 10−2
801

Pa (below ∼ 95 km) and lower altitudes in the upper mesosphere. These could be in-802

dicative of vertically propagating thermal effects from the upper mesosphere into the lower803

thermosphere.804

In the majority of yearly seasonal plots there is evidence of warming at pressures805

greater than 10−2 Pa (below 100 km) from the dawn terminator, slight cooling towards806

noon LSTs, and then warming again in the afternoon (Figures 8 − 11, right column).807

These trends occur at times where the bin frequency exceeds 50 profiles (generally ex-808

ceeding 100 profiles) and establishes statistical significance for the observed trend. The809

trend is most apparent during northern hemisphere spring and summer but also appears810

during several of the autumn and winter panels from MY32-MY36. Warming at the dusk811

and dawn terminators has been previously reported in both observations and GCMs (González-812

Galindo et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2019). Gupta et al. (2019) find a dawn-dusk asym-813

metry using Ar, that decreases in altitude, with temperatures about 40 K warmer for814

dusk at 160 km for MY33 and M34. While several of the yearly seasonal plots shown in815

Figures 8 − 11 appear to favor warmer temperatures at the dawn terminator, this oc-816

curs in over ∼ 50% of the cases, at much lower altitudes, and with typically smaller tem-817

perature gradients.818

6.2 Mesopause and Warm Regions819

Analysis of dayglow limb profiles and the resulting temperature profiles consistently820

exhibit a defined mesopause at pressures of ≲ 10−2 Pa (approximately 120 km) in the821

Martian atmosphere for a range of conditions including seasonal variations (Figures 7822

− 14). Previous observations of SPICAM and MAVEN IUVS stellar occultations at var-823

ious latitudes, longitudes, and solar longitudes identified the mesopause between 100 −824

130 km and pressures less than 10−3 Pa (Forget et al., 2009; Gröller et al., 2015). Forget825

et al. (2009) found mesopause temperatures reaching down to about 70 K consistent with826

our daytime observations. MCD simulations from Figure 9 of Thiemann et al. (2018) il-827

lustrate similar trends to those observed in the yearly seasonal plots presented here (Fig-828
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ures 8 − 11). Thiemann et al. (2018) identified a well defined mesopause at ∼ 120 km829

with temperatures reaching 100 K and polar warming at southern latitudes below 50◦830

S from 60 − 85 km with temperatures reaching greater than 185 K. Figures 8 − 11 also831

show a mesopause at approximately 120 km with temperatures reaching below 100 K;832

however, polar warming is observed at higher altitudes (lower pressures) in only a few833

of the autumn and winter panels. On Earth, the mesopause anomaly (cooler mesopause834

in the summer than winter) is due to upwelling at the summer pole and downwelling at835

the winter pole from circulation (Garcia & Solomon, 1985). Simulations from Yiğit et836

al. (2018) find a similar phenomena at Mars where the mesopause becomes colder with837

the minimum temperature shifting to the summer hemisphere. They suggest that it is838

due to the wind distribution and find that zonal jets reverse their directions near the mesopause,839

possibly due to gravity waves.840

Figure 6 shows the CO2 density and temperature profiles for two limb scans and841

highlights the thermal structures captured within the profiles. The scans depicted in Fig-842

ure 6 are the 1st scan of inbound orbit 3468 (11 July 2016 at 00:57 UTC), when there843

is no warm layer (left), and the 8th scan of periapse orbit 14533 (8 August 2021 at 21:38844

UTC), when a warm layer is present (right). The CO2 density profile for the warm layer845

case has slight oscillations below 115 km in comparison to the case with no warm layer846

and exhibits a peak temperature of 194.0 ± 15.7 K at an altitude of 95 km (∼ 10−2 Pa).847

However, for the case with no clear warm layer, the temperature does not exceed 160 K848

below the mesopause down to 75 km. Orbit 14533, illustrating the enhanced warm layer,849

is a typical profile with a change in temperature of over 65 K from the lower boundary850

at 75 km extending upward to 105 km. Limb profiles with like conditions will result in851

similar temperature profiles.852

Table 2. Martian Dust Storm Eventsa

Mars year Solar Longitude (deg) Storm Type

MY32 218 ≤ Ls ≤ 251 Regional A
MY32 250 ≤ Ls ≤ 293 Regional B
MY33 217.8 ≤ Ls ≤ 230 Regional A
MY33 249.9 ≤ Ls ≤ 291.7 Regional B
MY34 188 ≤ Ls ≤ 300 Planetary
MY34 249.5 ≤ Ls ≤ 294.4 Regional B
MY34 320.6 ≤ Ls ≤ 336.5 Regional C
MY35 226.6 ≤ Ls ≤ 259 Regional A
MY35 257.6 ≤ Ls ≤ 293.7 Regional B
MY35 316.1 ≤ Ls ≤ 329.9 Regional C

a Dust events are obtained from the LASP MAVEN Data Science Center Events webpage
(https://lasp.colorado.edu/maven/sdc/public/pages/notebook/events/index.html#/).
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Figure 12. Thermal contour map with respect to solar longitude for the full data set (over
36,000 scans) within the constraints detailed in Section 5 for MY32-MY36 with a bin size of 10◦.
Below the contour plot is a histogram of the solar longitude for the corresponding scans. The
temperatures shown are binned mean values (see Section 5.2).

6.3 Dust Storm Temperature Variability853

The Martian dust storm season extends from Ls = 180◦ to 360◦ during which re-854

gional and planetary engulfing dust storms can form. We examine dust storms from MY32855

− MY36, including the planetary engulfing dust event (PEDE) of MY34. Regional and856

planetary dust events for MY32 − MY36 from the LASP MAVEN Data Science Cen-857

ter Events page are listed in Table 2. Figure 12 includes scans from all latitudes, lon-858

gitudes, and MYs in the data set and demonstrates an enhanced warm region that oc-859

curs during dust season at high pressures (below ∼ 95 km; Fedorova et al., 2020; Wolken-860

berg et al., 2020; Steele et al., 2021). While temperature uncertainties may be larger dur-861

ing this period (Supplemental Materials, Figure S7), the frequency of scans in each bin862

is also large, thus we consider the higher temperatures to be statistically significant. Ten863

dust storms have been identified since the inception of the mission; however, we do not864

always have the necessary Ls coverage to produce the detailed thermal contour maps pre-865

sented in this work. Therefore, we focus our discussion on the MY34 C regional dust event866

(RDE) at 320.6◦ ≤ Ls ≤ 336.5◦ (Figure 13), the B RDE observed during autumn of867

MY33 at 249.9◦ ≤ Ls ≤ 291.7◦ (Figure 9), and the MY34 PEDE at 188◦ ≤ Ls ≤ 300◦868

(Figure 14).869

Figure 13 illustrates the thermal variability during MY34 C RDE and shows a warm870

region at P ≳ 3×10−2 Pa (≲ 95 km) in all the contour maps. The event is comprised871

of over 130 profiles and a minimum of 5 profiles per bin per geographic or temporal co-872

ordinate. In each temperature map, the warm region is consistently seen lower in the at-873

mosphere along the full range of the corresponding geophysical parameter, further demon-874

strating that the phenomena is not an artifact but a real observed trend. Temperatures875

in the warmer region reach upwards of 180 K in the latitude, longitude, and Ls maps,876

and upwards of 170 K in the LST map with mean temperature uncertainties of ∼20 K877

between 80 − 150 km. However, it is important to note that mean uncertainties can be878

large at high pressures (∼ 60 K). Corresponding mean uncertainties for Figure 13 are879

shown in Figure S8 of the Supplemental Materials. The various peak temperatures re-880
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Figure 13. MY34 Regional C Dust Event. Contour plots of temperature binned with respect
to latitude (top left), longitude (top right), solar longitude (bottom left) and local solar time
(bottom right) are shown. The corresponding histograms and bin size are below each contour
plot. Mean temperature uncertainties are ∼20 K. The temperatures shown are binned mean val-
ues (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 14. MY34 Planetary Engulfing Dust Event. Contour plots of the temperature binned
with respect to latitude (top left), longitude (top right), solar longitude (bottom left) and local
solar time (bottom right) are shown. The corresponding histograms and bin size are below each
contour plot. The temperatures shown are binned mean values (see Section 5.2).

ported for the dust event differ because the data are binned differently for each param-881

eter (as noted in the corresponding histograms shown in Figure 13). The plots for au-882

tumn MY33 shown in the top row of Figure 9 are generated with data obtained during883

the MY33 B RDE (249.9◦ ≤ Ls ≤ 291.7◦). We isolate the regions of the latitude plot884

that correspond to this event and find a warm region at altitudes below 100 km (P >885

2×10−2 Pa) and latitudes ∼ −26◦ to −87◦ reaching temperatures of over 180 K. This886

demonstrates that thermal perturbations in the atmosphere due to dust activity may prop-887

agate vertically creating warmer regions higher into the lower thermosphere and at low888

to mid latitudes.889

Figure 14 shows temperature maps for the MY34 PEDE of 2018, the first global890

dust storm event since MAVEN went into orbit. As indicated by the bottom left panel891

of Figure 14, the temperature maps illustrate the waning phase of the storm after the892

most active period at Ls ∼ 225◦. Each temperature map shows a warm region at high893

pressures (> 2×10−2 Pa, less than ∼ 100 km) across the range of parameters presented,894

similar to the MY34 C RDE discussed above. A warm region occurs at all southern lat-895
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Figure 15. Temperatures derived via hydrostatic integration (TH) for O I 297.2 nm and CO+
2

UVD are given for inbound, outbound, and periapse orbits during northern hemisphere spring at
dusk (left; 0◦ < Ls < 90◦, LST = 16 - 18 hrs) and autumn at the dawn terminator (right; 180◦ <

Ls < 270◦, LST = 6 - 8 hrs) for MY32-MY36. The red diamonds are the retrieved temperatures
from hydrostatic integration for the upper peak (at tangent altitude 140 km) of O I 297.2 nm.
The purple asterisks are the retrieved temperatures from hydrostatic integration for CO+

2 UVD
from periapse limb scans at a tangent altitude of 140 km available from Level 2 data on the
NASA Planetary Data System. The black circles are the binned mean temperatures from O I
297.2 nm with a bin size of 10◦ in latitude and error bars showing 1-σ std. dev. The mean tem-
perature difference and std. dev. for corresponding periapse limb scans between the two methods
is provided.
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itudes extending from high in the mesosphere to low in the thermosphere, reaching tem-896

peratures over 190 K with bin frequencies typically exceeding 40 scans. Peak temper-897

atures with respect to longitude, LST, and Ls also exceed 190 K at high pressures (<898

100 km). However, mean uncertainties can be large in this regime, ∼ 60 K, and are il-899

lustrated in Figure S9 of the Supplemental Materials. González-Galindo et al. (2015) stud-900

ied the PEDE in MY25, which occurred during similar Ls to the PEDE in MY34, and901

showed that circulation gets damped in the thermosphere due to the development of dust902

storms thus modifying thermospheric temperatures. They found a strong increase in tem-903

perature at latitudes equatorward of 60◦. Jain et al. (2020) also observed higher tem-904

peratures near the equator and in the afternoon during the MY34 PEDE with MAVEN905

IUVS observations; however, at higher altitudes. These trends are observed in Figure906

14 with warmer temperatures from 50◦ S to 10◦ S and LST = 11 − 14 hrs.907

Figure 3 of Jain et al. (2020) shows thermospheric temperatures at ∼ 170 km from908

IUVS data binned in solar longitude and latitude, similar to Figure 15 presented here,909

which includes temperatures from all limb scans during northern autumn and spring near910

the dawn and dusk terminators that meet the criteria described in Section 5. The fig-911

ure demonstrates the consistency in retrieved temperatures at 140 km obtained via hy-912

drostatic integration for IUVS observations of CO+
2 UVD and the upper peak of O I 297.2913

nm. The mean temperature difference determined from periapse limb scan observations914

of CO+
2 UVD and the upper peak of O I 297.2 nm are 10.3 K (spring dusk; Figure 15915

left) and 2.3 K (autumn dawn; Figure 15 right) and have 1−σ standard deviations of 12.6916

K and 18.5 K, respectively. The decreasing temperatures approaching lat = 0◦ with an917

upturn at northern latitudes observed in Jain et al. (2020) for the MY34 PEDE is clearly918

seen in the right panel of Figure 15 for LSTs near dawn during northern hemisphere au-919

tumn, which is part of dust storm season. A similar trend was observed in Jain et al. (2021)920

during solar minimum, shifted to lower latitudes, and is attributed to meridional effects.921

Recent studies using the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter found high water vapor abundances922

in the middle atmosphere at altitudes up to 100 km from 60◦ S to 60◦ N during the MY34923

PEDE that resulted from warmer temperatures lower in the mesosphere (Aoki et al., 2019;924

Neary et al., 2020; Vandaele et al., 2019). The latitudinal variation of water vapor ex-925

hibits similar trends to Figure 15 and is likewise attributed to the seasonal change of merid-926

ional circulation: from a two to one cell Hadley circulation (Aoki et al., 2019; Neary et927

al., 2020).928

6.4 Latitudinal Variability929

Thermal variability with respect to latitude is observed in Figures 7 − 14; however,930

the variability often encompasses a large range in longitude, Ls, and LST. Figure 15 il-931

lustrates trends where the latitudinal variability is decoupled from other geophysical pa-932

rameters. Figure 15 shows hydrostatic integration temperatures at a tangent altitude933

of 140 km derived via O I 297.2 nm and CO+
2 UVD emission during northern hemisphere934

spring and autumn for LSTs constrained within a 2 hr bin near the dusk and dawn ter-935

minators, respectively. During the spring, mean binned O I 297.2 nm temperatures in-936

crease equatorward from 173 K at 58◦ S, reaching 220 K at 8◦ S, and decreasing to 179937

K at 82◦ N. The trend reveals a downward parabolic shape with regards to the thermal938

variability. In the autumn, the opposite is observed near the dawn terminator (LST =939

6 - 8 hrs) with mean binned temperatures decreasing by ∼ 50 K as they approach Lat940

= 0◦. The binned temperatures drop from 201 K at 32◦ S to 152 K at 2◦ S and then in-941

crease again to about 210 K at 47◦ N. The drop in temperature is also demonstrated in942

the UVD derived temperatures.943

The thermal variability observed near dusk is consistent with NGIMS dayside re-944

sults from Stone et al. (2022) while the asymmetry observed near the dawn terminator945

is reminiscent of latitudinal variability seen in Jain et al. (2021) at LST = 8 − 10 hr with946

a 20 K thermal drop centered around 20◦ S. The polar warming at dawn (McCleese et947
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Figure 16. (Top) Latitude vs longitude temperature maps for northern spring (0◦ < Ls <

90◦) constrained to 8 < LST < 11 hrs. Temperatures shown at 80 < alt < 90 km (left) and 135
< alt < 145 km (right), binned in latitude (bin size = 5◦) and longitude (bin size = 10◦). (Bot-
tom) Temperature vs longitude for latitudes −40◦ to 40◦ (left) and −50◦ to 30◦ (right). Binned
mean temperatures (bin size = 10◦) and the corresponding standard error of the mean are shown
in black. The red curve is the fit to the data. The temperatures shown are binned mean values
(see Section 5.2).

al., 2008) may be caused by downwelling in the polar morning region. Nakagawa et al.948

(2020b) demonstrate a similar pattern of warming near the southern polar region, cool-949

ing equatorward, and warming toward northern high latitudes; however, at ∼80-90 km950

and during northern spring/summer (Ls = 0 - 180◦). Likewise, enhanced warming ap-951

pears near the equator at approximately 100 km; however, at northern autumn/winter952

(Ls = 180 - 360◦), with cooler temperatures at high northern and southern latitudes. As953

suggested by Nakagawa et al. (2020b), upward propagating waves may create a turbu-954

lent layer that induce vertical mixing and influence the thermospheric composition.955

6.5 Longitudinal Waves and Tides956

Several temperature maps binned in longitude (middle column of Figures 7 − 11)957

demonstrate patterns of wave activity for all seasons and Martian years, during both quiet958

and active dust periods (Figures 13 − 14). The longitude maps demonstrate turbulent959

behavior with intermittent periods of heating and cooling indicative of wave structures.960

Alternating periods of cool and warm temperatures below approximately 100 km also961

demonstrate wave features. Above the mesopause, between approximately 130 − 140 km,962

strong warming alternates with cooling indicating wave activity as well. The longitudi-963

nal structures above 100 km may be a result of tidal influences originating near the sur-964

face during the dust storm that modulates the upper atmosphere. As suggested by Starichenko965

et al. (2021), the vertical temperature perturbations could be showing gravity waves, which966

dissipate in the mesopause and induce temperature fluctuations.967
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Temperature maps for northern spring (quiet dust period) with respect to longi-968

tude and latitude are presented in Figure 16 (upper panels) for upper mesospheric al-969

titudes (80 − 90 km) and lower thermospheric altitudes (135 − 145 km) exhibit warm970

regions near the equator. The perturbations with respect to longitude reflect a wave-like971

pattern that is similar to the wavenumber-3 structure of non-migrating tides found in972

the thermosphere for both temperatures and CO2 densities (Withers et al., 2003; Lo et973

al., 2015; Medvedev et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2017; England et al., 2019; Thaller et al.,974

2020; Jain et al., 2021). Temperatures constrained within a 3 hr LST bin and in latitude,975

are averaged to illustrate longitudinal variations, with least squares fit to the data as de-976

tailed in Jain et al. (2021) and Lo et al. (2015).977

We show the wavenumber-1 to -3 amplitudes in the bottom row of Figure 16, which978

have been determined using a Levenberg-Marquardt least square fit following Equation979

2 of Jain et al. (2021). Nakagawa et al. (2020a) find a wave-3 amplitude of 9.9 K for com-980

bined northern spring and summer seasons at Lat = 0 − 50◦ N between 75 − 85 km.981

While the wave amplitude at lower altitudes is about 1/3 (3.2 K) for the spring, it does982

exhibit a dominant wave-3 component as reported by Nakagawa et al. (2020a). At higher983

altitudes the temperatures are ∼ 51 K warmer and the wave-3 component dominates984

followed by wave-1 and wave-2 components similar to trends observed by England et al.985

(2019) at altitudes of 150 − 175 km.986

We stress that quantitative comparisons with results derived from other data sets987

or models can be challenging, particularly when attempting to utilize coincident or col-988

located data sets, therefore such studies should be done carefully and cautiously. Finally,989

we note that the maxima in Figure 16 (bottom) occur at longitudes 69◦ (148.0 K), −45◦990

(150.4 K), and −170◦ (150.4 K) for the fit to temperatures at 80 < alt < 90 km and 129◦991

(210.9 K), 16◦ (202.5 K), and −97◦ (199.7 K) for the fit to temperatures at 135 < alt992

< 145 km. The global maxima of the lower and upper atmospheric longitudinal waves993

are therefore about 65◦ out of phase (Figure 16, bottom), and while this is an interest-994

ing finding, a detailed analysis of the phenomena is beyond the scope of this paper and995

will be addressed in a future analysis.996

7 Conclusions997

In this study, we have presented four Martian years of data spanning from MY32998

to MY36 (October 2014 to November 2021) and have investigated dayside lower ther-999

mospheric and upper mesospheric O I 297.2 nm temperatures derived via hydrostatic1000

integration using MAVEN IUVS limb scan observations. We provide a detailed expla-1001

nation of the models and algorithms implemented to retrieve CO2 number density pro-1002

files and derive corresponding temperatures with formally propagated errors. An impor-1003

tant advance in this work is the inclusion of inbound and outbound limb scans on either1004

side of nominal periapse limb scans, which increases the number of profiles for analysis1005

by 37%. We show that the retrieved CO2 number densities and temperatures of the up-1006

per peak (∼120 km) obtained using the O I 297.2 nm emission are consistent with re-1007

sults obtained by MAVEN IUVS operational retrievals using CO+
2 UVD emissions. We1008

find that derived temperature maps are consistent with GCM predictions under simi-1009

lar geophysical conditions (Thiemann et al., 2018; Gupta et al., 2019).1010

We show for the first time temperature profiles from 80 to 150 km obtained from1011

MAVEN IUVS observations of O I 297.2 nm emission. This extends the IUVS opera-1012

tional CO2 density and temperature product that is currently reported between 130 −1013

170 km. This new O I 297.2 nm analysis enables us to bridge the gap and improve our1014

understanding of the coupling that occurs between the upper mesopshere and thermo-1015

sphere of Mars. We find that patterns in temperature variability persist across all sea-1016

sons and Mars years. Four key findings of this paper are: (1) the identification of the mesopause1017

at P ≈ 10−3−10−2 Pa (∼ 120 km), (2) warming at high pressures (> 10−2 Pa, below1018
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∼100 km) across latitude, longitude, and LST for a variety of geophysical conditions, (3)1019

asymmetry in temperatures near the dawn and dusk terminators with respect to lati-1020

tude and season, and (4) longitudinal waves observed during both quiet and active dust1021

periods, with lower (80 − 90 km) and upper (135 − 145 km) atmospheric waves about1022

65◦ out of phase.1023

Thermal variability at low altitudes with respect to latitude could indicate circu-1024

lation or the impact of gravity waves. A study conducted during the second half of MY341025

(Ls = 165◦−355◦) observed enhanced gravity wave dissipation in the mesopause which1026

induced temperature fluctuations (Starichenko et al., 2021). Gravity waves may also con-1027

tribute to the southern polar warming observed at autumn and winter seasons. GCM1028

simulations from Yiğit et al. (2018) found that gravity wave induced temperature fluc-1029

tuations dominate from 100 − 140 km, primarily over the equator and at high latitudes.1030

Therefore we could be observing the impact of gravity waves over these regions; how-1031

ever, a thorough analysis of this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper.1032

It is clear that understanding the coupling between the thermosphere and upper1033

mesosphere impacted by variability driven by LST changes, longitudinal waves, and grav-1034

ity waves is crucial to our ability to characterize the Martian atmosphere and drivers of1035

thermal escape. While our analysis focused on key general trends in the thermal behav-1036

ior between the mesosphere and thermosphere, these data and future observations are1037

necessary to constrain models and wave activity, and essential to characterize the ver-1038

tical distribution and the loss of water and its constituents.1039

Our analysis has revealed thermal variability in the Martian atmosphere from 801040

to 150 km with respect to latitude, longitude, local time, season, dust activity, and so-1041

lar activity. As suggested by previous studies, gravity waves generated in the lower at-1042

mosphere propagate to the thermosphere, coupling the atmospheric layers, and produce1043

fluctuations in density (up to 40% locally) that can affect the background atmospheric1044

temperature, which is a key parameter driving thermal escape when the H flux into the1045

upper atmosphere is not limited by diffusion lower down (Yiǧit et al., 2021; Yiğit, 2021).1046

The density and temperature data presented here provide an important but heretofore1047

missing source of information that is needed to directly link weather and waves in the1048

lower atmosphere to perturbations in composition and temperature in the upper atmo-1049

sphere.1050
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Appendix A Temperature Derivation1053

Temperature profiles are derived for CO2 at Mars utilizing an initial temperature1054

estimate at the top of the atmosphere (T0, taken from the Chapman fit to the bright-1055

ness profile with a lower limit of 50 K), a density profile (N), radial altitude (r) and plan-1056

etary data including the molecular mass number (m), mass of Mars (MP ), and radius1057

of Mars. To determine a temperature profile, we utilize the retrieved density profile, which1058

is known at discrete altitudes, and assume that the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equi-1059

librium.1060

Pj = Pj−1 +Wj/Aj = Pj−1 +Wj/4πr
2
j (A1)

where,1061

Wj =

∫ rj

rj−1

N(r)GmMP

r2
4πr2dr (A2)

The pressure at the bottom of each lower altitude layer (Pj) is given by the pressure at1062

the top of the layer (Pj−1) plus the weight of the species in the volume of the layer (Wj)1063

divided by the area (Aj). Assuming that the volume element is nearly cylindrical, we1064

can consider a layer j with a density Nj that varies exponentially over the layer.1065

N(r) = Nj = Nj−1e
(r−rj−1)

lnNj−lnNj−1
rj−rj−1 (A3)

Therefore, Equation A1 may be re-written as,1066

Pj = Pj−1 +
GmMp

Cj r̄2j
(Nj −Nj−1) (A4)

where,1067

Cj ≡
lnNj − lnNj−1

rj − rj−1
(A5)

and1068

r̄2j =

(
rj−1 + rj

2

)2

(A6)

This can be further simplified by grouping together constants including r̄j , which is con-1069

stant as a result of the altitude grid produced from the density retrieval, into βj .1070

βj =
GmMp

r̄2j
(A7)

Equation A4 can therefore be expressed as,1071

Pj = Pj−1 +
βj

Cj
(Nj −Nj−1) (A8)

and can be further simplified to1072
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Pj = Pj−1 +Dj where Dj =
βj

Cj
(Nj −Nj−1) (A9)

The temperature at each altitude layer may then be calculated using the following equa-1073

tion, where k is Boltzmann’s constant.1074

Tj = Pj/kNj (A10)

Appendix B Temperature Uncertainty Derivation1075

Uncertainties in derived temperature profiles are obtained from the corresponding1076

uncertainties in the retrieved density profiles. We perform formal error propagation of1077

the density uncertainties through Equation A10, which takes into account the assumed1078

a priori uncertainties used in the density retrieval algorithm as well as the upper bound-1079

ary condition used for hydrostatic integration of the density profiles. The uncertainties1080

in derived temperatures can be formally expressed as,1081

σ2
Tj

= σ2
Nj

(
∂Tj

∂Nj

)2

+ σ2
Pj

(
∂Tj

∂Pj

)2

(j ≥ 1) (B1)

where,1082

σ2
Pj

= σ2
T0

(
∂Pj

∂T0

)2

+

k=j∑
k=0

σ2
Nk

(
∂Pj

∂Nk

)2

+

k=j∑
k=1

i=k−1∑
i=0

2σ2
NiNk

(
∂Pj

∂Ni

)(
∂Pj

∂Nk

)
(B2)

The partials in Equation B2 are given as follows:1083

P0 = kN0T0
∂P0

∂N0
= kT0

∂Pj

∂T0
=

∂P0

∂T0
= kN0 (B3)

where are N0 is the density at the top of the profile, T0 is determined from the Chap-1084

man fit to the brightness profile, σT0
is the uncertainty for the temperature determined1085

from the Chapman fit, and1086

∂Pj

∂Nk
=

∂Pk+1

∂Nk
(k ≤ j − 2) (B4)

∂Pj

∂Nj
=

βj

Cj
− βj

C2
j

(Nj −Nj−1

Nj(rj−1 − rj)
(j ≥ 1) (B5)

∂Pj

∂Nj−1
=

∂Pj−1

∂Nj−1
− βj

Cj
+

βj

C2
j

(Nj −Nj−1

Nj(rj−1 − rj)
(j ≥ 1) (B6)

The partial derivatives of the temperature with respect to density and pressure are given1087

by,1088

∂Tj

∂Nj
= − Pj

kN2
j

∂Tj

∂Pj
=

1

kNj
(B7)

Here σNk
and σNiNk

are the associated uncertainties in the density.1089
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Data Availability Statement1091

The MAVEN IUVS processed (Level 1C; Version 13 Revision 1) and derived (Level1092

2; Version 13 Revision 1) data are publicly available in FITS format on the NASA Plan-1093

etary Data System (PDS; Deighan, 2018b, 2018a). The corresponding MAVEN EUVM1094

(Level 3; Version 14 Revision 3) data are publicly available in CDF format (Eparvier,1095

2017). Retrieved CO2 densities, derived temperatures, and dust events reported herein1096

are publicly available in IDL SAV format (Evans et al., 2023).1097
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